
PLANNING YOUR FAMILY 
GROUPINGS LIST

In this document, we offer up two different examples of a formal family group portrait list so 
you can get a feel for what a simple, minimalist list can be, as well as what a more complex, 

detailed or just plain long list looks like. Please keep the following in mind to make it the 
most pleasant, efficient, and easy experience that keeps you stress-free on the big day.
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1. USE FIRST NAMES
You know everyone but we 
don’t. And while you may be a 
take-charge kinda person, we 
need you to stay parked during 
formals, and let us handle the 
wrangling to save time and 
complication. By listing first 
names (or occasionally “The 
Jacobson family”), it allows US 
to manage the coordination and 
wrangling of the right people, 
calling out names, and drill-
sergeanting to get things done 
right quick.

 Please don’t just mark ‘siblings’ 
— we won’t know the right 
names to call out, and even if we 
enlist the help of your person 
of honor, they may say… “wait, 
which siblings?”

2. AVOID REDUNDANCY
Choosing groups is tough, 
especially with other family 
members adding their two 
cents. While we do think it’s 
super important to consult 
with the family members that 
matter most to you (so that you 
understand their priorities, even 
if you decide to veto)… we think 
executive decisions and cuts can 
be important to making sure you 
have FUN on your day and that 
none of this feels like a drag. 

Do you REALLY need that photo 
of you with each individual 
family member, on top of the 
groups? If yes, no prob! But be 
intentional. Expect that each 
grouping will take between 1 and 
3 minutes, depending on size.

3. GO BIG-TO-SMALL
Our number one best efficiency 
technique is starting with the 
very largest groups (especially 
extended family), and then 
dismissing them to cocktail hour. 
Getting people back to the party 
quickly is the best way to ensure 
everyone’s fun.

Keep in mind that sometimes 
limited-mobility family, or 
kids with short attention spans 
may also need to be near or at 
the top of the list. Regardless, 
you want the least number of 
people having to wait around 
as possible. Be sure you warn 
all those who’ll be in the formal 
portraits IN ADVANCE, so that 
they’re aware and know to stick 
around after the ceremony.
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SIMPLE GROUPING BLANK WORKSHEET 

MINIMALIST EFFICIENT LIST

GROUP WHO (USE FIRST NAMES) NOTES

BOTH SIDES

GROUP 1 Couple + All guests Venue must provide ladder

GROUP 2 Couple + Bob (officiant)

LESLIE’S SIDE

GROUP 3 Couple + Monica (Mom), Jerry & Eleanor (Grandparents) Jerry has limited mobility

GROUP 4 Leslie + Monica, Jerry & Eleanor

GROUP 5 Couple + Jerry & Eleanor

GROUP 6 Couple + Monica

GROUP 7 Leslie + Monica

KATIE’S SIDE

GROUP 8 Couple + Donna & James (parents), Kelly (sister) & Nora (niece)

GROUP 9 Katie + Donna & James, Kelly

GROUP 10 Couple + Donna & James Nora: newborn

GROUP 11 Katie + Donna & James

GROUP 12 Katie + Kelly

GROUP 13 Katie + Kelly & Nora

GROUP 14 Couple + Kelly & Nora

For this wedding, this couple wanted to keep their group list 
as simple and efficient as possible. Wanting to spend no more 
than 10-15 minutes means avoiding redundancy and being 
very selective about your groups, so they chose only immediate 
family, and very limited combinations. In this case, because 
they wanted a portrait with all guests, we kicked off with the 
combo section to get that large group photo completed quickly 

and send all guests to cocktail hour (ladders are necessary for these 
kinds of large photos). Their officiant also had to leave quickly, so 
that was moved up the priority list. From there, limited mobility of 
grandpa took precedence, and we spent 30 seconds to one minute 
per each grouping, since they were small enough. This took a total 
of 15 minutes, including the full group photos which took around 
five minutes to wrangle everyone.



GROUP WHO (USE FIRST NAMES) NOTES

PARTNER 1’S SIDE

PARTNER 2’S SIDE

COMBO GROUPINGS
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SIMPLE GROUPING BLANK WORKSHEET 

MINIMALIST EFFICIENT LIST



GROUP WHO (USE FIRST NAMES) NOTES

KEVIN’S FAMILY

GROUP 1 Couple + Immediate & Extended family: the Millers, the Rodriguezes 25 people. cousins and aunts/uncles

GROUP 2 Couple + Jeff & Elizabeth (parents), Pete (sibling), Barbara (Grandma) Grandma has walker

GROUP 3 Couple + Jeff & Elizabeth, Pete

GROUP 4 Kevin + Jeff & Elizabeth, Pete

GROUP 5 Couple + Jeff & Elizabeth

GROUP 6 Kevin + Jeff & Elizabeth

GROUP 7 Kevin + Jeff

GROUP 8 Kevin + Elizabeth

GROUP 9 Kevin + Pete

BOTH FAMILIES

GROUP 10 Couple + all three sets of parents

GROUP 11 Sam + all three moms

GROUP 12 Couple + Marjorie (officiant)

SAM: DAD’S FAMILY

GROUP 13 Couple + Jim & Nancy (dad & stepmom), Jess & Dan (siblings) & Phil and Eric (Spouses), 
Kenny, Louise, Charlotte (nieces and nephews), Oma & Opa (dad’s parents)

Charlotte prone to tantrums

GROUP 14 Couple + Oma & Opa

GROUP 15 Sam + Oma & Opa

GROUP 16 Sam + Jim & Nancy, Jess & Dan

GROUP 17 Sam + Jim & Nancy

GROUP 18 Sam & Jim

GROUP 19 Sam & Nancy

GROUP 20 Couple + Jim & Nancy

GROUP 21 Sam + Jess & Dan

SAM: MOM’S FAMILY

GROUP 22 Couple + Maria & Alex (mom and stepmom), Jess, Dan, Phil, Eric, Kenny, Louise, Charlotte

GROUP 23 Sam + Maria & Alex, Jess & Dan

GROUP 24 Sam + Maria & Alex

GROUP 25 Sam + Maria

GROUP 26 Sam + Alex

GROUP 27 Couple + Maria & Alex
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COMPLEX GROUPING SAMPLE 

DIVORCED PARENTS & EXTENDED FAMILY

For this wedding, one partner’s family was divorced, so we 
divided this list into three main family sections (plus one 
combo section). As you can see, we led with the family 
that had the very largest grouping first, and as soon as 
that group was completed, we sent everyone that wasn’t 
immediate family back to the party. Then once we’d done the 
combo section, everyone from Kevin’s side was dismissed. 

Dismissing people back to the party quickly is how we stay 
efficient! The secondary factor here that can be pressing to lead 
with is family with limited mobility (such as grandparents) or 
children who may find it challenging to wait or cooperate. So in 
some scenarios, those may have been what we’d lead with. The 
volume of groupings required here, as well as the larger size of 
some groups, meant this list took closer to a half-hour.



GROUP WHO (USE FIRST NAMES) NOTES
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COMPLEX GROUPING BLANK WORKSHEET 

DIVORCED PARENTS & EXTENDED FAMILY


